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We present a survey on multilingual neural machine translation (MNMT), which has gained a lot of traction in the recent
years. MNMT has been useful in improving translation quality as a result of translation knowledge transfer (transfer learning).
MNMT is more promising and interesting than its statistical machine translation counterpart because end-to-end modeling
and distributed representations open new avenues for research on machine translation. Many approaches have been proposed
in order to exploit multilingual parallel corpora for improving translation quality. However, the lack of a comprehensive
survey makes it difficult to determine which approaches are promising and hence deserve further exploration. In this paper,
we present an in-depth survey of existing literature on MNMT. We first categorize various approaches based on their central
use-case and then further categorize them based on resource scenarios, underlying modeling principles, core-issues and
challenges. Wherever possible we address the strengths and weaknesses of several techniques by comparing them with each
other. We also discuss the future directions that MNMT research might take. This paper is aimed towards both, beginners
and experts in NMT. We hope this paper will serve as a starting point as well as a source of new ideas for researchers and
engineers interested in MNMT.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Natural language processing;Machine translation.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: neural machine translation, multilingual, multilingualism, low resource, zero shot
1 INTRODUCTION
Neural machine translation (NMT) [8, 24, 129] has become the dominant paradigm for MT in academic research
as well as commercial use [149]. NMT has shown state-of-the-art performance for many language pairs [14, 15].
Its success can be mainly attributed to the use of distributed representations of language, enabling end-to-end
training of an MT system. Unlike classical statistical machine translation (SMT) systems [75], separate lossy
components like word aligners, translation rule extractors and other feature extractors are not required. The
dominant NMT approach is the Embed - Encode - Attend - Decode paradigm. Recurrent neural network (RNN) [8],
convolutional neural network (CNN) [50] and self-attention/feed-forward network (SA/FFN) [137] architectures
are popular approaches based on this paradigm. For a more detailed exposition of NMT, we refer readers to some
prominent tutorials [74, 99].
While initial research on NMT started with building translation systems between two languages, researchers
discovered that the NMT framework can naturally incorporate multiple languages. Hence, there has been a
massive increase in work on MT systems that involve more than two languages [21–23, 40, 46, 66, 100, 154]. We
refer to NMT systems handling translation between more than one language pair as multilingual NMT (MNMT)
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Fig. 1. MNMT research categorized according to use-cases, core-issues and the challenges involved. Note that the focus is on
use-cases and an approach for one use-case can be naturally adapted to another use-case. Note that the lower two use-cases
can face similar core issues as the the uppermost use-case.
systems. The ultimate goal of MNMT research is to develop one model for translation between as many languages
as possible by effective use of available linguistic resources.
MNMT systems are desirable because training models with data from many language pairs might help a
resource-poor language acquire extra knowledge; from the other languages [154]. Moreover, MNMT systems
tend to generalize1 better due to exposure to diverse languages, leading to improved translation quality compared
to bilingual NMT systems. This particular phenomenon is known as translation knowledge transfer [106]. For
the rest of the paper we will use the terms “knowledge transfer,” “transfer learning” and “translation knowledge
transfer” interchangeably. Knowledge transfer has been strongly observed for translation between low-resource
languages, which have scarce parallel corpora or other linguistic resources but have benefited from data in
other languages [156]. Knowledge transfer also has been observed between high-resource languages, where
MNMT systems outperform bilingual NMT systems [66]. Multilingual training is also known to be a source
of regularization during training which further improves generalization. In addition, MNMT systems have the
potential to be relatively compact,2 because a single model handles translations between multiple language pairs
[66]. This can reduce the deployment footprint, which is crucial for constrained environments like mobile phones
or IoT devices. It can also simplify the large-scale deployment of MT systems.
1Using additional languages can help in word sense disambiguation which can help improve translation quality.
2Relatively modest increase in model parameters despite an increase in the number of languages as a result of parameter sharing.
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There are multiple scenarios where MNMT has been put to use based on available resources and use-cases.
The following are the major scenarios where MNMT has been explored in the literature. (See Figure 1 for an
overview):
Multiway Translation. The goal is constructing a single NMT system for one-to-many [40], many-to-one [89]
or many-to-many [46] translation using parallel corpora for more than one language pair. In this scenario we
make a very generic assumption that parallel corpora for a number of languages is available. Here, the ultimate
objective is to incorporate a number of languages into a single model.
Low Resource Translation. Little to no parallel corpora exist for most language pairs in the world. Multiple
studies have explored using assisting languages to improve translation between low-resource language pairs.
These multilingual NMT approaches for low-resource MT address two broad scenarios: (a) a high-resource
language pair (e.g.Spanish-English) is available to assist a low-resource language pair (e.g.Catalan-English).
Transfer learning is typically used in this scenario [156]. (b) no direct parallel corpus for the low-resource pair,
but languages share a parallel corpus with one or more pivot language(s).
Multi-Source Translation. Documents that have been translated into more than one language might, in the
future, be required to be translated into another language. In this scenario, existing multilingual redundancy on
the source side can be exploited for multi-source translation [154]. Multilingual redundancy can help in better
disambiguation of content to be translated, leading to an improvement in translation quality.
We believe that the biggest benefit of doing MNMT research by exploring these scenarios is that we might
gain insights into and an answer to an important question in natural language processing:
Q. How can we leverage multilingual data effectively in order to learn distributions across multiple languages so
as to improve MT (NLP) performance across all languages?
This question can be decomposed into a number of smaller questions and in this paper we try to answer two
of them as follows:
Q1. Is it possible to have a one-model-for-all-languages solution to MT (NLP) applications?
Q2. Can shared multilingual distributed representations help MT (NLP) for low-resource languages?
Given these benefits, scenarios and the tremendous increase in the work on MNMT in recent years, we write
this survey paper on MNMT to systematically organize the work in this area. To the best of our knowledge, no
such comprehensive survey on MNMT exists. Our goal is to shed light on various MNMT scenarios, fundamental
questions in MNMT, basic principles, architectures, and datasets for MNMT systems. The remainder of this
paper is structured as follows: We present a systematic categorization of different approaches to MNMT in
each of the above mentioned scenarios to help understand the array of design choices available while building
MNMT systems (Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6). The top-level organization of the survey is use-case scenario based:
multiway NMT (Section 3), low-resource NMT (Sections 4 and 5) and multisource NMT (Section 6). Although
zero-shot/zero-resource is a special case of low-resource NMT, we dedicate a separate section (5) given its
growing importance and interest. For each scenario, we address the challenges, considerations and multilingual
NMT-based solutions. Note that a model or technique proposed for one scenario may be used in another scenario.
We have mentioned proposed solutions in the context of the scenario in which they have been discussed in
the literature. Their applicability to other scenarios may be subject to further investigation. We put the work
in MNMT into a historical perspective with respect to multilingual MT in older MT paradigms (Section 7). We
also describe popular multilingual datasets and the shared tasks that focus on multilingual NMT (Section 8).
In addition, we compare MNMT with domain adaptation for NMT, which tackles the problem of improving
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I am a student <EOS>
Encoder Decoder
<EOS> I am a student
Attention
Fig. 2. A standard NMT model based on the encode-attend-decode modeling approach.
low-resource in-domain translation (Section 9). Finally, we share our opinions on future research directions in
MNMT (Section 10) and conclude this paper (Section 11).
2 NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION
Given a parallel corpus C consisting of a set of parallel sentence pairs (x, y), the training objective for NMT is
maximize the log-likelihood L w.r.t θ :
Lθ =
∑
(x,y)∈C
logp(y|x;θ ). (1)
where x = {x1, ...,xn} is an input sentence, y = {y1, ...,ym} is its translation, and θ is a set of parameters to be
learned. The probability of a target sentence given the source sentence is:
p(y|x;θ ) =
m∏
j=1
p(yj |y<j , x;θ ),
wherem is the number of words in y,yj is the current generated word, andy<j are the previously generated words.
At inference time, beam search is typically used to find the translation that maximizes the above probability.
The most commonly used NMT approach is the Embed - Encode - Attend - Decode paradigm. Figure 2 shows an
overview of this paradigm. The encoder first converts words in the source sentence into word embeddings. These
word embeddings are then processed by neural layers and converted to representations that capture contextual
information about these words. We call these contextual representations as the encoder representations. The
decoder uses an attention mechanism, the encoder representations, and previously generated words to generate
what we call the decoder representations (states) which in turn are used to generate the next target word. They
encoder and decoder can be RNN [8], CNN [50] or self-attention and feed-forward [137] layers. Among these,
the self-attention layers are the most widely used. It is a common practice to stack multiple layers which leads to
an improvement in translation quality. The attention mechanism is calculated cross the decoder and encoder as:
eji = a(sj−1, hi), (2)
aji =
exp(eji )∑m
k=1 exp(eki )
,
where eji is an alignment score, a is an alignment model that scores the match level of the inputs around position
i and the output at position j, sj−1 is the decoder hidden state of the previous generated word, hi is the encoder
hidden state at position i . The calculated attention vector is then used to weight the encoder hidden states to
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obtain a context vector as:
cj =
n∑
i=1
ajihi
This context vector, is fed to the decoder along with the previously generated word and its hidden state to produce
a representation for generating the current word. An decoder hidden state for the current word sj is computed by:
sj = д(sj−1, yj−1, cj),
where д is an activation decoder function, sj−1 is the previous decoder hidden state, yj−1 is the embedding of the
previous word. The current decoder hidden state sj, the previous word embedding and the context vector are fed
to a feedforward layer f and a softmax layer to compute a score for generating a target word as output:
P(yj |y<j , x) = softmax(f (sj, yj−1, cj)).
Training NMT models. The parallel corpus that is used to train the NMT model is first subjected to pre-
processing where it is sufficiently cleaned to remove noisy training examples. A vocabulary of the N most
frequent words is then created and the remaining words are treated as unknown words mapped to a single
token designated by “UNK.” To overcome the problem of unknown words, the most common practice involves
subword tokenization using methods such as byte-pair encoding (BPE) [122], word-piece model (WPM) [119] or
sentence-piece model (SPM) [78]. This enables the use of an open vocabulary. In order to train a NMT model,
we typically minimize the cross-entropy3 (loss) between the predicted target words and the actual target words
in the reference. This loss minimization is an optimization problem and gradient descent methods [114] such
as SGD, ADAM, ADAGRAD and so on can be used. ADAM is popular in MT due to its ability to quickly train
models but suffers from the inability to sufficiently converge. On the other hand, SGD is known to converge
better but requires long training times. It is common practice to design a learning schedule that combines several
optimizers in order to train a model with with high performance. Training is either done for a large number of
iterations or till the model converges sufficiently. Typically, a model is said to converge when its evaluation on a
development set does not change by a significant amount over several iterations. We refer researchers to previous
works on NMT regarding this topic. Another consideration during training is the tuning of hyperparameters
such as learning rate, hidden dimension size, number of layers and so on. Researchers often train a wide variety
of models, an approach known as grid search, and choose a model with the best performance. This model is
then used for translation. People who are familiar with deep learning might notice that this basic model can be
naturally extended to involve multiple language pairs.
3 MULTIWAY NMT
The primary goal of MNMT is a model that can support translation between more than one language pair. We
use the term multiway NMT models to denote such models. Formally, a single model can support translation for l
language pairs (srcl , tдtl ) ∈ L (l = 1 to L), where L ⊂ S ×T , and S,T are sets of X source and Y target languages
respectively. S andT need not be mutually exclusive. Parallel corpora are available for all of these l language pairs
as C(srcl ) and C(tдtl ). Note that our objective in this specific scenario is to train a translation system between all
language pairs. Refer to Figure 4 for the two prototypical MNMT approaches with minimal and complete sharing
of components. Most existing works are variations of these models. Particularly, one-to-many [40], many-to-one
[89] and many-to-many [46] NMT models are specific instances of this general framework. The training objective
for multiway NMT is maximization of the mean translation likelihood across all language pairs:
3This also implies maximizing the likelihood of the predicted sequence of words in the target language.
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Multiway NMT
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Partially Shared
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Fully Shared 
Components
● Separate encoders 
and decoders
● Shared attention
● Bulky models
● Lacks zero-shot 
translation capability
● Decomposable
● No capacity bottleneck
● Least popular
● Controllable sharing 
● Meta-learning of 
model components
● Contextual creation of 
model parameters
● Complicated models
● Suited for zero-shot
● Possible data-driven 
model architecture
● Gaining popularity
● Shared encoders, 
decoders, attentions
● Language token to 
indicate target language
● Lightweight
● Zero-shot capability
● Non-decomposable
● Capacity bottleneck
● Most popular
Fig. 3. An overview of multiway NMT from the perspective of the level of sharing and the features and limitations each
sharing approach. All types of MNMT models have to deal with complex training issues ranging from batching to language
grouping to knowledge distillation. Additionally, it is important to address language divergence and finding the right balance
of language-specific and language-agnostic representations.
Lθ = 1
L
L∑
l=1
LC(srcl ),C(tдtl )(θ ),
which can be calculated in the same way as Equation (1).
Multiway NMT systems are of great interest since it is believed that transfer learning between languages can
take place which will help improve the overall translation quality for many translation directions [156] and at
the same time enable translations between language pairs with no data [66]. Analyzing multiway NMT systems
could also provide an understanding of the relationship between languages from a statistical and linguistic point
of view [34, 100].
Multiway translation systems follow the standard encode-attend-decode paradigm in popular NMT systems.
However, the architecture is adapted to support multiple languages. This involves addressing issues related to
vocabularies and associated embeddings, stackable layers (RNN/CNN/Feed-Forward), parameter sharing, training
protocols and language divergence. We address each issue in this section. Refer to Figure 3 for an overview of the
multiway NMT paradigm.
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Fig. 4. Part (a) of the figure shows a X sources (X encoders) and Y targets (Y decoders) MNMT model. The encoders contain N
layers (L1 to LN ) and decoders contain M layers ((L1 to LM )) that can be stacked. Each layer can be recurrent, convolutional
or feed-forward. The decoders contain a softmax layer (S) to predict target language words. A single attention mechanism is
shared among all encoders and decoders. In the figure, the blue arrows indicate the flow of processing to translate an English
sentence into its Italian translation. Given the vast number of components, they can be initialized by pre-trained models
such as BERT in order to perform transfer learning. Post-training, this model can be decomposed into individual bilingual
models. Part (b) of the figure shows a fully shared MNMT model for all language pairs. The “language tag” trick where a
token like “< 2xx >” is prefixed to each source sentence to indicate the desired target language. All existing MNMT models
are adaptations of these two fundamental architectures. Depending on the language pairs involved, the size of the data, the
languages of focus and deployment conditions, one should consider choosing the components that should be shared.
3.1 Parameter Sharing
There are a wide range of architectural choices in the design of MNMT models. The choices are primarily defined
by the degree of parameter sharing among various supported languages. primarily defined by the degree of
parameter sharing among various supported languages.
Minimal Parameter Sharing. Firat et al. [46] proposed a model comprised of separate embeddings, encoders
and decoders for each language which all shared a single attention mechanism. Additionally there are two shared
components: a layer for all encoders for initializing the initial decoder state by using the final encoder state and
an affine layer for all decoders to project the final decoder state before computing softmax. However, the focus is
on the shared attention layer as it has to bear most of the burden of connecting all source and target languages.
Figure 4-(a) depicts a simplified view of this model. Different from the attention score calculated for a single
language pair in Equation (2), the attention score in Firat et al. [46] is calculated from multiple encoders and
decoders as:
evuji = a(svj−1,hui ),
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where u is the u-th encoder and v is the v-th decoder. By sharing attention across languages, it was hypothesized
that transfer learning could take place and such a model was able to outperform bilingual models, especially
when the target language was English. However, this model has a large number of parameters. Nevertheless,
the number of parameters only grows linearly with the number of languages, while it grows quadratically for
bilingual systems spanning all the language pairs in the multiway system. However when Johnson et al. [66]
showed that such bulky models are not required, this particular approach for MNMT gradually lost popularity
and there is very little influential research that uses this model. Instead, current research efforts are focused on a
middle-ground where the amount of sharing is controlled.
Complete Parameter Sharing. Johnson et al. [66] proposed a highly compact model where all languages share
the same embeddings, encoder, decoder, and attention mechanism. Typically, a common vocabulary across all
languages is first generated using a subword-level encoding mechanism such as byte-pair encoding (BPE) [122],
word-piece model (WPM) [119] or sentence-piece model (SPM) [78]. Thereafter, all corpora are concatenated4
and the input sequences are prefixed with a special token (called the language tag) to indicate the target language
(see Figure 4-(b)). This enables the decoder to correctly generate the target language despite all target languages
sharing the same decoder parameters. Note that the embedding and softmax layers are shared across all languages
and Ha et al. [56] proposed a similar model, but they maintained separate vocabularies for each language. While
this might help in faster inference due to smaller softmax layers, the possibility of cognate sharing is lower,
especially for linguistically close languages sharing a common script. This architecture is particularly useful for
related languages, because they have high degree of lexical and syntactic similarity [115]. There is no conclusive
proof of whether sharing, unification or separation of vocabularies provides better performance. An empirical
analysis will be worthwhile. A few techniques through which lexical similarity can be further leveraged are:
• representing all languages in a common script using script conversion [36, 89] or transliteration (Nakov
and Ng [98] for multilingual SMT).
• using a common subword-vocabulary across all languages e.g. character [89] and BPE [101].
• representing words by both character encoding and a latent embedding space shared by all languages [143].
Concerning the choice of non-embedding or softmax layers, Rikters et al. [113] and Lakew et al. [83] have
compared RNN, CNN and the self-attention based architectures for MNMT. They show that self-attention based
architectures outperform the other architectures in many cases. Themost common hypothesis is that self-attention
enables random access to all words in a sentence which leads to better word and sentence representations.
The complete sharing approach treats the NMT system as a black box to train a multilingual system. The
model has maximum simplicity and has minimal parameter size as all languages share the same parameters; and
achieves comparable/better results w.r.t. bilingual systems. Work onmassively multilingual NMT [2, 5, 11]
pushes the idea of completely shared models for all language pairs to its limits. Aharoni et al. [2], Arivazhagan
et al. [5] trained a single model for 59 and 103 languages and explore a wide range of model configurations
focusing on data selection,5 corpora balancing, vocabulary, deep stacking, training and inferencing approaches.
While massively multilingual models have a strong positive impact on low-resource languages, they tend to
benefit translation into English a lot more than from English. Furthermore, the gains in translation quality
tend to taper off when using more than 50 languages. These works focus on translation performance between
language pairs for which there was no training data but we will discuss this separately in Section 5. However, a
massively multilingual system also runs into capacity bottlenecks [2, 125] where not all translation directions
show improved performance despite a massive amount of data being fed to a model with a massive number
of parameters. Future research should focus on better addressing the bottleneck issues, deeply stacked model
4It is common to oversample smaller corpora so that all language pairs are equally represented in the model regardless of the size of the
corpora for those pairs.
5In particular they focused on the effects of temperature based data sampling on the multilingual models.
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training issues and designing new stackable layers which can handle a wide variety and a large number of
languages. We strongly recommend readers to read the paper by Arivazhagan et al. [5] which itself is a survey
on multilingual NMT on web-scale data. From the perspective of understanding the working of such models, a
toolkit for visualization and inspection of multilingual models should be extremely valuable.
Controlled Parameter Sharing In between the extremities of parameter sharing exemplified by the above
mentioned models, lies an array of choices. The degree of parameter sharing can be controlled at various layers
of the MNMT system. A major factor driving the degree of parameter sharing is the divergence between the
languages involved [115].
Sharing encoders among multiple languages is very effective and is widely used [89, 115]. Keeping decoders
separate is important because the burden of generation is mainly on the decoder. Therefore, the job of the
encoder is relatively simpler which means that sharing an encoder between many languages leads to better
parameter utilization. On the other hand, the decoder and its attention mechanism, should be as robust as possible.
Blackwood et al. [13] explored target language, source language and pair specific attention parameters. They
showed that target language specific attention performs better than other attention sharing configurations,
thus highlighting that designing a strong decoder is extremely important. For self-attention based NMT models,
Sachan and Neubig [115] explored various parameter sharing strategies. They showed that sharing the decoder
self-attention and encoder-decoder cross-attention parameters are useful for linguistically dissimilar languages.
By sharing self- and cross-attention mechanisms in the decoder, the decoder most likely learns target language
representations which are better aligned with source language representations. Wang et al. [145] further proposed
a mechanism to generate a universal representation instead of separate encoders and decoders to maximize
parameter sharing. They also used language-sensitive embedding, attention, and discriminator for different
languages. This helps control the amount of sharing in an indirect fashion. Bapna and Firat [11] also extend a
fully shared model with language pair specific adaptor layers which are fine-tuned for those pairs. After training
a fully-shared model, additional adaptor layers are inserted into the model and only those layers are fine-tuned
which requires significantly lesser computation cost. This does lead to an increase in the number of parameters
but it is modest compared to a minimally shared system.
Fixing sharing configurations prior to training is ill-advised because sharing one set of parameters might be
optimal for one language pair but not another. To this end, Zaremoodi et al. [150] proposed a routing network to
dynamically control parameter sharing where the parts to be shared depend on the parallel corpora used for
training. On the other hand, Platanios et al. [109] learned the degree of parameter sharing from the training
data. This is achieved by defining the language specific model parameters as a function of global parameters
and language embeddings. A base set of parameters is transformed into another set of parameters for a specific
language using linear projections. If θ is the set of base parameters then the parameters for a specific language
pair srci and tдtj can be obtained via a linear transformation F (θ ). This linear transformation involves learning
some additional parameters for projection but this involves far fewer parameters compared to modeling complete
sets of parameters for each new language and thus this approach is quite attractive. It will be interesting to
determine whether using non-linear projections is better than linear ones. This approach reduces the number of
language specific parameters (only language embeddings), while still allowing each language to have its own
unique parameters for different network layers. In fact, the number of parameters is only a small multiple of
the compact model (the multiplication factor accounts for the language embedding size) [66], but the language
embeddings can directly impact the model parameters instead of the weak influence that language tags have.
Designing the right sharing strategy is important to maintaining a balance between model compactness and
translation accuracy. It will be interesting to see more approaches that use the training data itself to enable a
model to increase or decrease its own complexity or capacity. Reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms
applied to neural architecture search (NAS) [155] can be one of the ways to achieve this.
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3.2 Addressing Language Divergence
A central task in MNMT is alignment of representations of words and sentence across languages so that divergence
in languages between bridged and the model can handle many languages. This involves the study and under-
standing of the representations learned by multilingual models and using this understanding to further improve
modeling choices. The remainder of this subsection discusses these issues related to multilingual representations.
The nature of multilingual representations. Since MNMT systems share network components across lan-
guages, they induce a relationship among representations of sentences across languages. Understanding the
nature of these multilingual representations can help get insights into the working of multilingual models. Some
works that visualize multilingual model embeddings suggest that the encoder learns similar representations
for similar sentences across languages [34, 66]. Since these visualizations are done in very low dimensions (2-3
dimensions), they might not convey the right picture about the language-invariance of multilingual representa-
tions. Kudugunta et al. [79] do a systematic study of representations generated from a massively, multilingual
system using SVCCA [111], a framework for for comparing representations across different languages, models
and layers. Their study brings out the following observations on the nature of multilingual embeddings from a
compact MNMT system:
• While encoder representations for similar sentences are similar across languages, there is a fine-grained
clustering based on language similarity. This explains why transfer learning works better with related
languages (as discussed in Section 4).
• The boundary between the encoder and decoder is blurry and the source language representations depend
on the target language and vice-versa.
• Representation similarity varies across layers. The invariance increases in higher layers on the encoder
side. On the other hand, the invariance decreases in higher layers on the decoder side. This is expected
since the decoder is sensitive to the target language to be generated. The decoder has to achieve the right
balance between language agnostic and language aware representations.
Language invariant representations seem like a nice abstraction, drawing comparisons to interlingual rep-
resentations [66]. It has been a major goal of most MNMT research, as discussed in the subsequent sections.
They have been shown to be beneficial for building compact models and transfer learning. Given these empirical
observations from multiple sources, we think that language invariant representations in appropriate parts of the
multilingual model is a desirable property.
Encoder Representation. There are two issues that might make encoder representations language-dependent.
Parallel sentences, from different source languages, can have different number of tokens. Hence, the decoder’s
attention mechanism sees a variable number of encoder representations for equivalent sentences across languages.
To overcome this, an attention bridge network generates a fixed number of contextual representations that are
input to the attention network [90, 138]. By minimizing the diversity of representations, the decoder’s task is
simplified and it becomes better at language generation. The choice of a single encoder for all languages is also
promoted by Hokamp et al. [61] who opt for language speific decoders. Murthy et al. [96] pointed out that the
sentence representations generated by the encoder are dependent on the word order of the language and are
hence language specific. They focused on reordering input sentences in order to reduce the divergence caused
due to different word orders in order to improve the quality of transfer learning.
Decoder Representation. The divergence in decoder representation needs to be addressed when multiple
target languages are involved. This is a challenging scenario because a decoder should generate representations
that help it generate meaningful and fluent sentences in each target language. Therefore a balance between
learning language invariant representations and being able to generate language specific translations is crucial. If
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several parallel corpora for different language pairs are simply concatenated and then fed to a standard NMT
model then the NMT model might end up generating a mixed language translation as a result of vocabulary
leakage due to language invariant representations. The language tag trick has been very effective in preventing
vocabulary leakage [66] because it enables the decoder to clearly distinguish between different languages.6
Further, Blackwood et al. [13] added the language tag to the beginning as well as end of sequence to enhance
its effect on the sentence representations learned by a left-to-right encoder. This shows that dedicating a few
parameters to learn language tokens can help a decoder maintain a balance between language-agnostic and
language distinct features. Hokamp et al. [61] showed that more often than not, using separate decoders and
attention mechanisms give better results as compared to a shared decoder and attention mechanism. This work
implies that the best way to handle language divergence would be to use a shared encoder for source languages
and different decoders for target languages. We expect that the balance between language agnostic and language
specific representations should depend on the language pairs. Prasanna [110], Tan et al. [130] are some of the
works that cluster languages into language families and train separate MNMT models per family. Language
families can be decided by using linguistic knowledge7 [110] or by using embedding similarities where the
embeddings are obtained from a multilingual word2vec model [130]. Comparing language family specific models
and mixed-language family models shows that the former models outperform the latter models. In the future,
when training a model on a large number of languages, researchers could consider different decoders for different
language families and each decoder in turn can use the language token trick to generate specific languages in the
language family assigned to the decoder.
Impact of Language Tag. There are some works that explore the effects of the language tag trick on the shared
decoder, it’s language agnostic (or lack thereof) representations and the final translation quality. Wang et al. [144]
explored multiple methods for supporting multiple target languages: (a) target language tag at beginning of the
decoder, (b) target language dependent positional embeddings, and (c) divide hidden units of each decoder layer
into shared and language-dependent ones. Each of these methods provide gains over Johnson et al. [66], and
combining all methods gave the best results. Hokamp et al. [61] showed that in a shared decoder setting, using a
task-specific (language pair to be translated) embedding works better than using language tokens. We expect
that this is because learning task specific embeddings needs more parameters and help the decoder learn better
features to distinguish between tasks. In the related sub-area of pre-training using MASS [127], mBERT/XLM
[87] it was shown that using language or task tags is sufficient for distinguishing between the languages used for
pre-training large models. Given that massive pre-training is relatively new, further exploration is much needed.
3.3 Training Protocols
Apart from model architecture and language divergence issues is MNMT model training which requires sophis-
ticated methods. The core of all methods is the minimization of the negative log-likelihood of the translation
for all language pairs. Conceptually, the negative log-likelihood of the MNMT model is the average of the
negative log-likelihoods of multiple bilingual models. As we have mentioned before, minimizing the negative
log-likelihood can be done using one or more gradient descent based optimization algorithms [114] such as SGD,
ADAM, ADAGRAD and so on. There are two main types of training approaches: single stage or parallel or joint
training and sequential or multi-stage training.
Single Stage Parallel/Joint Training. We simply pre-process and concatenate the parallel corpora for all
language pairs and then feed them to the model batch-wise. For models with separate encoders and decoders,
6Our own experiments in extremely low resource scenarios show that it is impossible to completely avoid vocabulary leakage, especially
when the same word is present in different languages. Employing a special bias vector helps mitigate this issue.
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_language_families
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each batch consists of sentence pairs for a specific language pair [46] whereas for fully shared models, a single
batch can contain sentence pairs from multiple language pairs [66, 89]. As some language pairs might have more
data than other languages, the model may be biased to translate these pairs better. To avoid this, sentence pairs
from different language pairs are sampled to maintain a healthy balance. The most common way of maintaining
balance is to oversample smaller datasets to match the sizes of the largest datasets but Arivazhagan et al. [5]
worked on temperature based sampling and showed its cost-benefit analysis.
Multi-stage Training. The fundamental principle behind this type of training is that joint training of a model
from scratch suffers from capacity bottlenecks on top of the increased model complexity. Therefore, training a
model in multiple stages should help simplify the learning. On the other hand, not all language pairs may be
available when the initial MNMT model is trained. It will be expensive to re-train the multilingual model from
scratch when a language pair has to be added. A practical concern with training MNMT in an incremental
fashion is dealing with vocabulary. Capacity bottlenecks can be mostly addressed through knowledge distillation
whereas incremental inclusion of languages can be addressed by dynamically upgrading the model’s capacity
before training on newer data.
Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation was originally proposed by Hinton et al. [60] for tasks that do
not involve generating sequences such as image classification. The underlying idea is to train a large model with
many layers and then distill it’s knowledge into a small model with fewer layers by training the small model
on the softmax generated by the large model instead of the actual labels. This approach does not work well for
sequence generation and hence Kim and Rush [69] proposed sequence distillation where they simply translate the
training data using a pre-trained model. They then use this pseduo-data to train smaller models. These smaller
models are able to learn faster and better because of the reduced burden for decision making. Following this, Tan
et al. [131] trained bilingual models for all language pairs involved and then these bilingual models are used as
teacher models to train a single student model for all language pairs. The student model is trained using a linear
interpolation of the standard likelihood loss as well as distillation loss that captures the distance between the
output distributions of the student and teacher models. The distillation loss is applied for a language pair only if
the teacher model shows better translation accuracy than the student model on the validation set. This approach
shows better results than joint training of a black-box model, but training time increases significantly because
bilingual models also have to be trained.
Incremental Training. These approaches aim to decrease the cost of incorporating new languages or data
in multilingual models by avoiding expensive retraining. Some works alter a pre-trained model’s capacity to
accommodate new languages. Lakew et al. [84] update the vocabulary of the parent model with the low-resource
language pair’s vocabulary before transferring parameters. Embeddings of words that are common between the
low- and high-resource languages are left untouched and randomly initialized embeddings may be used for as yet
unseen words. A simpler solution would be to consider a universal romanised script so that incorporating a new
language can be a matter of resuming training or fine-tuning. Work by Escolano et al. [43] focuses on first training
bilingual models and then gradually increasing their capacity to include more languages. To address capacity
bottlenecks, Bapna and Firat [11] propose expanding the capacities of pre-trained MNMTmodels (especially those
trained on massive amounts of multilingual data) using tiny feed-forward components which they call adaptors.
For each language pair in a pre-trained (multilingual) model, they add adaptors at each layer and fine-tune them
on parallel corpora for that direction. These modular adaptor layers can be considered as experts that specialize
for specific language pairs and can be added incrementally. They showed that this approach can help boost the
performance of massively multilingual models trained by Aharoni et al. [2], Arivazhagan et al. [5]. Note that this
model can be used to incorporate new data, but new language pairs cannot be added.
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Fig. 5. An overview of MNMT for low-resource languages pairs depicting various aspects of proposed solutions.
A major criticism of all these approaches is that the MNMT models are trained in the same way as a regular
NMT model. Most researchers tend to treat all language pairs treated equally, with the exception of oversampling
smaller corpora to match the sizes of the larger corpora, and tend to ignore the fact that NMT might be able to
handle some language pairs better than others. However, there are works that propose that focus on scaling
learning rates or gradients differently for high-resource and low resource language pairs [63]. On the other hand,
Kiperwasser and Ballesteros [70] proposed a multi-task learning model for learning syntax and translation where
they showed different effects of their model for high-resource and low resource language pairs. Therefore, we
suppose that the MNMT models in the vast majority of papers are sub-optimally trained even if they improve the
translation quality for low-resource languages. In hindsight, this particular aspect of MNMT training deserves
more attention.
Although multiway MNMT modeling has been thoroughly explored there are still a number of open questions,
especially the bottleneck capacity and parameter sharing protocols. The next section will pay special attention of
MNMT in resource constrained scenarios.
4 MNMT FOR LOW-RESOURCE LANGUAGE PAIRS
Many language pairs have a limited amount of parallel corpora, that is insufficient for training high-quality
NMT systems. While data augmentation strategies like back-translation [121] and self-learning [58] can improve
translation quality via regularization and domain adaptation, parallel training signals are limited. Can MNMT
provide additional parallel training signals from a high-resource language pair (e.g.Spanish-English) to improve
low-resource MT (e.g.Catalan-English) ? Since MNMT systems strive to represent multiple languages in the same
vector space, it should be possible to utilize data from high-resource language pairs to improve translation of
low-resource language pairs. Such transfer learning [106] approaches have been widely explored in the literature.
The high-resource language (model) is often referred to as a parent language (model) whereas the low-resource
language (model) is known as a child language (model). The related literature has focussed on four aspects of
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transfer learning: (1) training procedures to ensure maximum transfer, (2) addressing lexical divergence between
the parent and child languages, (3) dealing with the differences in syntax between the parent and child languages,
and (4) effect and utilization of language relatedness. The remainder of this section discusses these aspects. Figure
5 depicts these aspects.
4.1 Training
Most studies have explored transfer learning on the source-side: the high-resource and low-resource language
pairs share the same target language. The simplest approach is jointly training both language pairs [66].
However, the final model may not be optimally tuned for the child language pair, whose performance we are
interested in.
A better approach is to fine-tune the parent model with data from the child language pair. Zoph et al. [156]
showed that such transfer learning can benefit low-resource language pairs. First, they trained a parent model on
a high-resource language pair. The child model is initialized with the parent’s parameters wherever possible and
trained on the small parallel corpus for the low-resource pair. They also studied the effect of fine-tuning only a
subset of the child model’s parameters (source and target embeddings, RNN layers and attention). They observed
that fine-tuning all parameters except the input and output embeddings was optimal in one setting. However,
further experiments are required for drawing strong conclusions.
Training the parent model to optimality may not be the best objective for child tasks. It may be preferable that
parent model parameters are amenable to fast adaptation/fine-tuning on child tasks. Learning such a parent model
is referred to asmeta-learning and can generalize well to child tasks. Gu et al. [53] used the model-agnostic
meta-learning (MAML) framework [45] to learn appropriate parameter initialization from the parent pair(s)
by taking the child pair into consideration. The meta-learning based approach significantly outperform simple
fine-tuning. They also show that having more parent language pairs (jointly trained) also improves performance
on the child language pairs.
Transfer learning on the target-side has been more challenging than transfer learning on the source-side.
Distinct target languages require target language specific representations, while transfer learning prefers target
language invariant representations. The success of transfer learning relies on achieving the right balance between
these factors. Johnson et al. [66] show that joint training does not provide any significant benefit. Fine-tuning
is beneficial in very low-resource scenarios [35], but gains may be limited due to catastropic forgetting. Dabre
et al. [35] show that a multi-step fine-tuning process is beneficial when multiple target languages are involved.
They do not focus on language divergence during their multilingual multi-stage tuning but show that the size of
helping data matters. From their work, it will be worthwhile to consider involving multiple medium sized (few
hundreds of thousands of lines) helping corpora involving a variety of languages. This multilingual multi-stage
transfer learning scenario requires further research.
4.2 Lexical Transfer
Zoph et al. [156] randomly initialized the word embeddings of the child source language, because those could not
be transferred from the parent. However, this approach does not map the embeddings of similar words across the
source languages apriori. Gu et al. [52] improved on this simple initialization by mapping pre-trained monolingual
word embeddings of the parent and child sources to a common vector space. This mapping is learned via the
orthogonal Procrustes method [117] using a bilingual dictionaries between the sources and the target language
[58]. Kim et al. [67] proposed a variant of this approach where the parent model is first trained and monolingual
word-embeddings of the child source are mapped to the parent source’s embeddings prior to fine-tuning. While
Gu et al. [52] require the child and parent sources to be mapped while training the parent model, the mapping in
Kim et al. [67]’s model can be trained after the parent model has been trained.
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4.3 Syntactic Transfer
It is not always possible to have parent and child languages from the same language family and hence blindly fine-
tuning a parent model on the child language data might not take into account the syntactic divergence between
them. Although it is important to address this issue there are surprisingly few works that address this issue.
Murthy et al. [96] showed that reducing the word order divergence between source languages by pre-ordering the
parent sentences to watch child word order is beneficial in extremely low-resource scenarios. We expect the future
work will focus on syntactic divergence between languages via NMT models that handle reordering implicitly
rather than rely on pre-ordering. Kim et al. [67] take a different approach to mitigate syntactic divergence.
They train the parent encoder with noisy source data introduced via probabilistic insertion and deletion of
words as well as permutation of word pairs. This ensures that the encoder is not over-optimized for the parent
source language syntax. Gu et al. [52] proposed to achieve better transfer of syntax-sensitive contextual
representations from parents using a mixture of language experts network.
4.4 Language Relatedness
Results from the above-mentioned approaches show that, in many cases, transfer learning benefits the child
language pair even if the parent and child languages are not related. These benefits are also seen even when
the languages have different writing systems. These are interesting findings and can be attributed to the ability
of the NMT models to learn cross-lingual representations as discussed in previous sections. It is natural to ask
if language relatedness can impact the effectiveness of lexical and syntactic transfer. Learning cross-lingual
embeddings, used for lexical transfer, is difficult for distant languages [108, 126].
Zoph et al. [156] and Dabre et al. [38] empirically showed that a related parent language benefits the child
language more than an unrelated parent. Maimaiti et al. [91] further showed that using multiple highly related
high-resource language pairs and applying fine tuning in multiple rounds can improve translation performance
more, compared to only using one high-resource language pair for transfer learning. Kocmi and Bojar [72]
presented a contradictory result in the case of Estonian (related Finnish vs.unrelated Czech parent) and suggest
that size of the parent is more important; but most of the literature suggests that language relatedness is beneficial.
It is probably easier to overcome language divergence when the languages are related.
Further, language relatedness can be explicitly utilized to improve transfer learning. Language relatedness is
typically exploited by using shared BPE vocabulary and BPE embeddings between the parent and child languages
[101]. Maimaiti et al. [91] used a unified transliteration scheme at the character level. This utilizes the lexical
similarity between the languages and shows significant improvements in translation quality. Neubig and Hu
[100] used “similar language regularization” to prevent overfitting when rapidly adapting a pre-trained,
massively multilingual NMT model (universal model) for low-resource languages. While fine-tuning the universal
model for a low-resource pair, overfitting is avoided by using a subset of the training data for a related high-
resource pair along with the low-resource pair. Chaudhary et al. [19] used this approach to translate 1,095
languages to English. Further, not all parallel data from the parent task may be useful in improving the child task.
Wang and Neubig [142] proposed selection of sentence pairs from the parent task based on the similarity
of the parent’s source sentences to the child’s source sentences. The significant gains from simple methods
described point to the value of utilizing language relatedness. Further methods should be explored to create
language invariant representations specifically designed for related languages.
While low-resource translation is hard in itself, an even more extreme scenario where no direct data exists
between language pairs of interest. The next section discusses literature related to this scenario.
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Fig. 6. An overview ofMNMT for unseen languages pairs. There are three broad-approaches: pivot, zero-shot and zero-resource
approaches.
5 MNMT FOR UNSEEN LANGUAGE PAIRS
Providing machine translation solutions for arbitrary language pairs remains a challenge since little to no
parallel corpora exists for most language pairs.8 Unsupervised NMT [88] has shown promise and generated some
interested in recent years, but their quality remains way behind supervised NMT systems for most language
pairs.
Can we do better than unsupervised NMT by utilizing multilingual translation corpora? A key observation is:
even if two languages do not have a parallel corpus, they are likely to share a parallel corpus with a third language
(called the pivot language). In many cases, English is likely to be the pivot language given its widespread global
usage. Pivot language based translation is a type of multilingual MT involving corpora for two language pairs:
source-pivot and pivot-target parallel corpora, and has been widely explored for translation between unseen
languages. In addition to simple pivot translation, zero-shot and zero-resource MNMT approaches have been
proposed for translation between unseen language pairs. These approaches are described in the reminder of this
section. Figure 6 give an overview of the major approaches and issues for translation between unseen language
pairs.
5.1 Pivot Translation
The simplest approach to pivot translation is building independent source-pivot (S-P) and pivot-target (P-T)
MT systems. At test time, the source sentence cascades through the S-P and P-T systems to generate the target
sentence. This simple process has two limitations: (a) translation errors compound in a pipeline, (b) decoding
time is doubled since inference has be run twice. Sometimes, more than one pivot may be required to translate
between the source and pivot language. Increased pipeline length exacerbates the above mentioned problems.
8N-way translations of the Bible may be amongst the rare source of parallel corpora across arbitrary language pairs, but it is not sufficient for
training a general-purpose MT system.
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The quality of the source-pivot translation is a bottleneck to the system. A variant of this approach extracts n-best
translations from the S-P system. For each pivot translation, the P-T system can generate m-best translations. The
n ×m translation candidates can be re-ranked using scores from both systems and external features to generate
the final translation. This approach improves the robustness of the pipeline to translation errors. Note that this
pivot method is agnostic to the underlying translation technology and can be applied to SMT [136], RBMT [148]
or NMT [85] systems. Note that the pivoting can be done using an MNMT system too [54, 85] (as opposed to
pivoting via bilingual systems).
5.2 Zero-shot Translation
Multilingual NMT models offer an appealing possibility. Even if the MNMT system has not been trained for the
unseen language pair, Johnson et al. [66] showed that the system is able to generate reasonable target language
translations for the source sentence. Along with the source sentence, the desired output language’s language tag
is provided as input. This is sufficient for the system to generate output in the target language. Note that the
MNMT system was exposed to zero bilingual resources between the source and target languages during training
and encountered the unseen language pair only at test-time. Hence, this translation scenario is referred to as
zero-shot translation.
The appeal of zero-shot translation is two-fold:
• Translation between any arbitrary language pair can be done in a single decoding step, without any
pivoting, irrespective of the number of implicit pivots required to bridge the source and target language in
the multilingual training corpus. The MNMT system can be conceived as an implicit pivoting system.
• Given a multilingual parallel corpus spanning N languages, only a single multilingual NMT model is
required to translate between N × (N − 1) languages.
Limitations of Zero-shot Translation. It has been argued that training an MNMT system incorporating
multiple languages could benefit zero-shot translation due to better inter-lingual representations and elimination
of cascading errors [66]. The simple zero-shot system described above, though promising, belies these expectations
and its performance is generally lower than the pivot translation system [4, 54, 66, 107].
Some researchers have analyzed zero-shot translation to understand its underperformance. The following
reasons have been suggested as limitations of zero-shot translation:
Spurious Correlations between input and output language. During training, the network is not exposed to the
unseen pairs. In its quest to capture all correlations in the training data, the model learns associations between
the input representations and the target language for the observed language pairs. At test time, irrespective
of the target language tag, the network will tend to output a language it has already observed with the source
language in the training data [54]. Arivazhagan et al. [4] showed that translation quality is closer to pivot systems
if evaluation is restricted to sentences where the correct target language is generated.
Language variant encoder representations. The encoder representations generated by the model for equivalent
source and pivot languages are not similar. Due to this discrepancy, the output generated by the decoder will be
different for the source and pivot representations [4, 79].
Improving Zero-shot Translation. The following methods have been suggested for generating language
invariant encoder representations, while still achieving zero-shot translation:
Minimize divergence between encoder representations. During training, additional objectives ensure that the
source and pivot encoder representations are similar. Arivazhagan et al. [4] suggested an unsupervised approach
to align the source and pivot vector spaces by minimizing a domain adversarial loss [48] - a discriminator is
trained to distinguish between different encoder languages using representations from an adversarial encoder.
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Since S-P parallel corpora is also available, supervised loss terms which penalize divergence in source and pivot
representations for each sentence pair have also be explored. Different loss functions like cosine distance [4],
Euclidean distance [107], correlation distance [116] have been shown to be beneficial in reducing the source/pivot
divergence. Ji et al. [65] proposed to use pre-trained cross-lingual encoders trained using multilingual MLM, XLM
and BRLM objectives to obtain language-invariant encoder representations.
Encourage output agreement. Al-Shedivat and Parikh [3] incorporated additional terms in the training objective
to encourage source and pivot representations of parallel sentences to generate similar output sentences (synthetic)
in an auxiliary language (possibly an unseen pair). This also avoids spurious correlations since the network
learns to generate unseen pairs. Similar considerations motivated Pham et al. [107] to add a pivot auto-encoding
task in addition to the source-pivot translation task. They incorporate additional loss terms that encourage the
attention-context vectors as well as decoder output representations to agree while generating the same pivot
output.
Effect of corpus size and number of languages. Aharoni et al. [2] suggested that the zero-shot performance of
multilingual NMT system increases with the number of languages incorporated in the model. It is not clear if the
approaches mentioned above to address zero-shot NMT limitations can scale to a large number of languages.
Arivazhagan et al. [4] showed that cosine distance based alignment can be scaled to a small set of languages. Some
studies suggest that zero-shot translation works reasonably well only when the multilingual parallel corpora is
large [86, 92].
Addressing wrong language generation. To address the problem of generation of words in the wrong language,
Ha et al. [57] proposed to filter the output of the softmax forcing the model to translate into the desired language.
This method is rather effective despite its simplicity.
The zeroshot approaches discussed above can complement multiway NMT systems described in Section 3 to
support translation between the language pairs the model has not observed during training. Further work is
needed to establish if these methods can scale to massively multilingual models.
5.3 Zero-resource Translation
The zero-shot approaches discussed in the previous section seek to avoid any training specific to unseen language
pairs. Their goal is to enable training massively multilingual NMT systems that can perform reasonably well in
zero-shot directions, without incurring any substantial overhead during training for all unseen language heads.
When there is a case for optimizing the translation quality of an unseen pair, the training process can also consider
objectives specific to the language pair of interest or tune the system specifically for the language pair of interest.
Such approaches are referred to as zero-resource approaches. Their training objectives and regimen customized
for the unseen language pair of interest distinguish them from zero-shot approaches. Note that zero-resource
approaches do not use any true source-target parallel corpus.
The following approaches have been explored for zero-resource translation.
Synthetic Corpus Generation. The pivot side of the P-T parallel corpus is back-translated to the source
language. The back-translation can be achieved either though zero-shot translation or pivot translation, creating
a synthetic S-T parallel corpus. A S-T translation model can be trained on this synthetic parallel corpus. Adding
the synthetic corpus to the multilingual corpus helps alleviate the spurious correlation problem. Some works
have shown that this approach can outperform the pivot translation approach [54, 85]. The source is synthetic,
hence there is be a difference between the training and test scenarios. Further, synthetic parallel corpus can be
generated from monolingual pivot data too [33].
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Multi-Source Approach N-way dataneeded Solutions Concerns Benefits
1 Vanilla Yes Multi or Shared Encoder model Long training timesBulky Models Better for expanding N-way corpora
2 Ensembling No Ensemble multiple bilingual models Learning ensemble functionsneed small N-way corpora Reuse existing bilingual models
3 Synthetic data No Generate missing source sentences Infeasible for real time translation Applicable for post-editing
Table 1. An overview of multi-source NMT approaches based on the availability of N-way data, the training concerns and
benefits concerns.
Iterative approaches. The S-T and T-S systems can be trained iteratively such that the two directions reinforce
each other [85]. Sestorain et al. [123] jointly trained both the models incorporating language modelling and
reconstruction objectives via reinforcement learning. The LM objective ensures grammatical correctness of
translated sentences while the reconstruction objective ensures translation quality. The major shortcoming of
iterative approaches is that they usually do not yield improvements after the first 2-3 iterations and are extremely
time-consuming.
Teacher-Student Training. Chen et al. [21] assumed that the source and pivot sentences of the S-P parallel
corpus will generate similar probability distributions for translating into a third language (target). They build the
S-T model (‘student’) without any parallel S-T corpus by training the model to follow a P-T model (‘teacher’). They
propose two approaches: sentence-level mode approximation and word-level KL divergence. Both approaches
outperform the pivot baseline with the latter showing better performance. A shortcoming of the first method
is reliance on S-T parallel corpus with synthetic target, whereas the second approach learns to follow a soft
distribution.
Combining Pre-trained encoders and decoders. Kim et al. [68] combined S-P encoder with P-T decoder to
create the S-T model. They improved the simple initialization using some fine-tuning objectives and/or source-
pivot adaptation to ensure that source and pivot representations are aligned. Whether this can be done via a fully
shared MNMT model or not is unclear.
Most the methods discussed in this section are either just competitive with or slightly better than simple
pivot translation. This opens opportunities in understanding the challenges in unseen language translation and
exploring solutions.
6 MULTI-SOURCE NMT
If a source sentence has already been translated into multiple languages then these sentences can be used together
to improve the translation into the target language. This technique is known as multi-source MT [105]. The
underlying principle is to leverage redundancy in terms of source side linguistic phenomena expressed in multiple
languages.
Why Multi-source MT? At first, it may seem unrealistic to assume the availability of the same sentence in
multiple languages but we would like to point to parliamentary proceedings in the European Union (EU) or India.
In the EU there are more than 10 official languages and in India there are more than 22 official languages. The EU
parliamentary proceedings are maintained in multiple languages especially when they are concerning issues
affecting multiple member nations. Therefore, it is extremely common for human interpreters to simultaneously
interpret a speaker’s language into several other languages. In such a situation, instead of employing a large
number of interpreters for each language, it is possible to employ interpreters for a subset of languages and then
leverage multi-source machine translation of these subsets of languages which can give much better translation
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quality as compared to singe-source machine translation. Furthermore, these improved translations can be edited
by translators and added to the data-set that is used to train multi-source MT systems. Thus, it will be possible to
create N-lingual (N > 3) corpora such as Europarl [73] and UN [152]. Refer to Table 1 for a simplified overview of
the multi-source NMT paradigm. There are three possible resource/application scenarios where multi-source
NMT can be used.
Multi-Source Available.Most studies assume that the same sentence is available in multiple languages although
this need not be true. However, whenever multi-source sentences are available it is crucial to leverage them. Just
like multiway NMT models, a multi-source NMT model can consist of multiple encoders or a single encoder.
Zoph and Knight [154] showed that a multi-source NMT model using separate encoders and attention networks for
each source language outperforms single source models. In their model, each encoder generates representations
for different source language sentences and the decoder has a separate attention mechanism per source language,
and the attention weight in Equation (2) is calculated as:
esrclji = a(sj−1,hsrcli ),
where srcl indicates a source language. The separate attentions are concatenated and then used in the decoder.
This leads to an increase in the hidden layer size of the decoder and hence the number of decoder parameters.
This is often acceptable unless large number of source languages are to be used. Although not explored anywhere,
we suppose that a linear transformation can be used to down-project the concatenation of the context vectors
and thus prevent the large hidden sizes in the decoder. A simpler approach concatenated multiple source sentences
and fed them to a standard NMT model [34], with performance comparable to Zoph and Knight [154]. This model
was obviously inspired by the success of fully shared MNMT models [66]. A single encoder is responsible for
encoding a long multilingual sentence.9 Interestingly, this model could automatically identify the boundaries
between different source languages and simplify the training process for multi-source NMT. Dabre et al. [34]
also showed that it is better to use linguistically similar source languages, especially in low-resource scenarios.
Both studies showed that the attention mechanisms tend to prefer some languages over the other. Especially,
linguistically distant languages are practically ignored with computing context for decoding. It is possible to
speed up encoding by parallellizing the encoders.
Ensembling of individual source-target models is another beneficial approach, for which Garmash and Monz
[49] proposed several methods with different degrees of parameterization. They proposed to learn an ensembling
function to combine the softmaxes of several bilingual models. This approach requires a smaller N-lingual corpus
but training an ensembling function can be costly in terms of parameters. On the other hand, Dabre et al. [34]
have shown that it is possible to perform naive ensembling10 and still get reasonable improvements in translation
quality. Note that the ensembling method used by Dabre et al. [34] is the same as the late averaging technique
proposed by Firat et al. [47]. Although the black-box method by Dabre et al. [34] is significantly simpler and
more elegant than the method in [154], most works on multi-source NMT use the latter method.
Missing Source Sentences. There can be missing source sentences in multi-source corpora and during trans-
lation. Nishimura et al. [103] extended [154] by representing each “missing” source language with a dummy
token. The NMT model manages to adapt to missing sentences and thus manages to give improved translations
when all source sentences are available. Choi et al. [25] and Nishimura et al. [102] proposed to use MT generated
synthetic sentences, instead of a dummy token for the missing source languages. NMT models are used to translate
sentences from the available source languages into the missing ones. When sentences for all source languages are
ready, any standard multi-source approach may be used. The fact that such a simple “trick” works so well means
that combining all these methods allow the training of a single model with both, single as well as multi-source
9Note that the order of the input sentences should be the same during training and testing.
10This means uniform avergaging of softmaxes of different models as opposed to weighted averaging.
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capabilities. Therefore, a single model can be used in different deployment conditions. If low-latency translation
services are desired then the model can be used in single-source mode. In moderate-latency scenarios, only a few
source languages could be used. In offline translation scenarios, all source languages could be used. Future work
could focus on dynamically determining which source languages are useful and which are not. Furthermore, a
multiway, multisource model might be an interesting challenge to tackle.
Post-Editing. Instead of having a translator translate from scratch, multi-source NMT can be used to generate
high quality translations. The translations can then be post-edited, a process that is less labor intensive and
cheaper compared to translating from scratch. Multi-source NMT has been used for post-editing where the
translated sentence is used as an additional source, leading to improvements [18]. Multi-source NMT has also
been used for system combination, which combines NMT and SMT outputs to improve translation performance
[151].
In general, multi-source NMT does not receivemuch attention because it cannot be used for real-time translation
as it involves additional intermediate translation steps. However, it should be possible to develop a system that
can flexibly perform multi-source, multi-target as well as single source and single target translation. The system
by Firat et al. [47] is such a system, but the adaptability to language pairs other than European languages and
multiple (more than two) source languages has not been verified. Such a model can be flexibly used during online
as well as offline translation scenarios.
7 MULTILINGUALISM IN OLDER PARADIGMS
One of the long term goals of the MT community has been the development of architectures that can handle
more than two languages. There have been approaches to incorporate multilingualism in the older rule-based and
classical SMT paradigms. This section gives a brief overview of these attempts and compares them with MNMT.
7.1 Rule-Based Machine Translation
Although rule-based systems (RBMT) do not attract research interest, we have included this short discussion
for completeness with a goal to understanding the connections of MNMT with previous approaches. RBMT
systems using an interlingua were explored widely in the past. The interlingua is a symbolic semantic, language-
independent representation for natural language text [124]. Two popular interlinguas are UNL [135] and AMR
[9] Different interlinguas have been proposed in various systems like KANT [104], UNL, UNITRAN [41] and
DLT [146]. Language specific analyzers converted language input to interlingua representation, while language
specific decoders converted the interlingua representation into another language. To achieve an unambiguous
semantic representation, a lot of linguistic analysis had to be performed and many linguistic resources were
required. Hence, in practice, most interlingua systems were limited to research systems or translation in specific
domains and could not scale to many languages.
7.2 Statistical Machine Translation
Phrase-based SMT (PBSMT) systems [77], a very successful MT paradigm, were also bilingual for the most part.
Compared to RBMT, PBSMT requires less linguistic resources and instead requires parallel corpora. However, like
RBMT, they work with symbolic, discrete representations making multilingual representation difficult. Moreover,
the central unit in PBSMT is the phrase, an ordered sequence of words (not in the linguistic sense). Given its
arbitrary structure, it is not clear how to build a common symbolic representation for phrases across languages.
Nevertheless, some shallow forms of multilingualism have been explored in the context of: (a) pivot-based SMT,
(b) multi-source PBSMT, and (c) SMT involving related languages.
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Pivoting. Popular solutions are: chaining source-pivot and pivot-target systems at decoding [136], training
a source-target system using synthetic data generated using target-pivot and pivot-source systems [51], and
phrase-table triangulation pivoting source-pivot and pivot-target phrase tables [136, 147].
Multi-source. Typical approaches are: re-ranking outputs from independent source-target systems [105], compos-
ing a new output from independent source-target outputs [93], and translating a combined input representation
of multiple sources using lattice networks over multiple phrase tables [118].
Related languages. For multilingual translation with multiple related source languages, the typical approaches
involved script unification by mapping to a common script such as Devanagari [10] or transliteration [98]. Lexical
similarity was utilized using subword-level translation models [80, 81, 133, 139]. Combining subword-level
representation and pivoting for translation among related languages has been explored [59, 82, 133]. Most of the
above mentioned multilingual systems involved either decoding-time operations, chaining black-box systems or
composing new phrase-tables from existing ones.
Comparison with MNMT. While symbolic representations constrain a unified multilingual representation,
distributed universal language representation using real-valued vector spaces makes multilingualism easier to
implement in NMT. As no language specific feature engineering is required for NMT, it is possible to easily scale
to multiple languages. Neural networks provide flexibility in experimenting with a wide variety of architectures,
while advances in optimization techniques and availability of deep learning toolkits make prototyping faster.
8 DATASETS AND RESOURCES
MNMT requires parallel corpora in similar domains across multiple languages. The following publicly available
data-sets can be used for research.
Multiway. Commonly used publicly available multilingual parallel corpora are the TED corpus [94] (the TED
corpus is also available in speech [39]), UN Corpus [153] and those from the European Union like Europarl,
JRC-Aquis, DGT-Aquis, DGT-TM, ECDC-TM, EAC-TM [128]. While these sources are primarily comprised of
European languages, parallel corpora for some Asian languages is accessible through the WAT shared task [97].
Only small amount of parallel corpora are available for many languages, primarily from movie subtitles and
software localization strings [134]. Recently, the large-scale WikiMatrix corpus [120] and the JW300 corpus
covering 300 low-resource languages [1] have been released, which could be good resources for multiway study.
Lowor Zero-Resource. For low or zero-resource NMT translation tasks, good test sets are required for evaluating
translation quality. The above mentioned multilingual parallel corpora can be a source for such test sets. In
addition, there are other small parallel datasets like the FLORES dataset for English-{Nepali,Sinhala} [55], the
XNLI test set spanning 15 languages [32] and the Indic parallel corpus [12]. The WMT shared tasks [15] also
provide test sets for some low-resource language pairs.
Multi-Source. The corpora for multi-source NMT have to be aligned across languages. Multi-source corpora
can be extracted from some of the above mentioned sources. The following are widely used for evaluation in the
literature: Europarl [73], TED [134], UN [152]. The Indian Language Corpora Initiative (ILCI) corpus [64] is a
11-way parallel corpus of Indian languages along with English. The Asian Language Treebank [132] is a 9-way
parallel corpus of South-East Asian languages along with English, Japanese and Bengali. The MMCR4NLP project
[37] compiles language family grouped multi-source corpora and provides standard splits. The Bible corpus [26]
is a massive N-way one containing 100 languages.
Shared Tasks. Recently, shared tasks with a focus on multilingual translation have been conducted at IWSLT
[16], WAT [97] and WMT [15]; so common benchmarks are available.
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9 CONNECTIONS WITH DOMAIN ADAPTATION
High quality parallel corpora are limited to specific domains. Both, vanilla SMT and NMT perform poorly for
domain specific translation in low-resource scenarios [42, 76]. Leveraging out-of-domain parallel corpora and
in-domain monolingual corpora for in-domain translation is known as domain adaptation for MT [30].
As we can treat each domain as a language, there are many similarities and common approaches between
MNMT and domain adaptation for NMT. Therefore, similar to MNMT, when using out-of-domain parallel corpora
for domain adaptation, multi-domain NMT and transfer learning based approaches [29] have been proposed for
domain adaptation. When using in-domain monolingual corpora, a typical way of doing domain adaptation is
generating a pseduo-parallel corpus by back-translating target in-domain monolingual corpora [121], which is
similar to the pseduo-parallel corpus generation in MNMT [47].
There are also many differences between MNMT and domain adaptation for NMT. While pivoting is a popular
approach for MNMT [23], it is unsuitable for domain adaptation. As there are always vocabulary overlaps
between different domains, there are no zero-shot translation [66] settings in domain adaptation. In addition, it
not uncommon to write domain specific sentences in different styles and so multi-source approaches [154] are not
applicable either. On the other hand, data selection approaches in domain adaptation that select out-of-domain
sentences which are similar to in-domain sentences [140] have not been applied to MNMT. In addition, instance
weighting approaches [141] that interpolate in-domain and out-of-domain models have not been studied for
MNMT. However, with the development of cross-lingual sentence embeddings, data selection and instance
weighting approaches might be applicable for MNMT in the near future.
There are also studies trying to connect MNMT and domain adaptation. These studies focus on applying or
improving fine-tuning for both MNMT and domain adaptation. Chu and Dabre [27] conducted a preliminary
study for this topic, where they transfer knowledge from both multilingual and out-of-domain corpora to improve
in-domain translation for a particular language pair via fine-tuning. Chu and Dabre [28] focused on training a
single translation model for multiple domains by either learning domain specialized hidden state representations
or predictor biases for each domain, and incorporate multilingualism into the domain adaptation framework.
Dabre et al. [35] applied multi-state fine-tuning on multiway MNMT, which has been shown effective in domain
adaptation by [29]. Bapna and Firat [11] improved the scalability of fune-tuning for both MNMT and domain
adaptation. Instead of fine-tuning the entire NMT system, they propose using light-weight adapter layers that are
suitable for the target task. Given the these success of connecting MNMT and domain adaptation with fine-tuning,
we believe that there is potensial to connect them with other approaches given their similarities and differences
discussed above.
10 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
While exciting advances have been made in MNMT in recent years, there are still many interesting directions for
exploration. Refer to Table 2 for possible future avenues for MNMT research. The following research directions
are by no means exhaustive and are to be considered as guidelines for researchers wishing to address specific
important problems in MNMT. Throughout the paper we have identified three major challenges as follows:
finding the balance between language agnostic and language aware representations, improving transfer learning,
and developing a single NMT model for all possible language pairs. The following topics, starting from the most
promising, should help to further tackle these aforementioned challenges.
Exploring Pre-trained Models. Pre-training embeddings, encoders and decoders have been shown to be useful
for NMT [112]. Most works rely on fine-tuning but do not address techniques to maximize the impact of transfer.
Furthermore, how pre-training can be incorporated into different MNMT architectures, is important as well.
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Central Goal Possible Directions/Issues/Approaches
Language Representation Learning
1. Balancing the sharing of representations between languages.
2. Handling language divergence.
3. Addressing code-switching and dialects.
4. Identifying language families computationally.
Leveraging Pretrained Models
1. Pretrained BERT/ GPT/ Transformer XL encoders and decoders.
2. Incorporating web-level knowledge into translation process.
3. Designing pre-training objectives for multilingualism.
4. Dealing with large model sizes.
5. Universal parent (pre-trained) models.
One Model For All Languages
1. A single model for all languages, domains, dialects and code-switching.
2. Possible improvement from multi-modal knowledge.
3. A model to explain multilingualism.
4. Handling capacity bottleneck.
Table 2. An overview future research directions and issues for MNMT
Recent advances in cross-lingual word [6, 17, 31, 62, 71, 95] and sentence embeddings11 [7, 20, 32, 44] could
provide directions for this line of investigation. Currently, transfer learning through unsupervised pre-training
on extremely large corpora and unsupervised NMT are gaining momentum and we believe that investing into
these two topics or a merger between them will yield powerful insights into ways to incorporate large amounts
of knowledge into translation systems. In recent times this research topic is has shown to have a lot of promise
towards improving bilingual MT quality and should be beneficial for MNMT as well.
Unseen Language Pair Translation.Most work on unseen language pair translation has only addressed cases
where the pivot language is related to or shares the same script with the source language. In many cases, the
pivot language (mostly English) is unlikely to be related to the source and target languages and this scenario
requires further investigation (especially for zeroshot translation). Moreover, new approaches need to be explored
to significantly improve over the simple pivot baseline.
Related Languages, Language Registers and Dialects. Translation involving related languages, language
registers and dialects can be further explored given the existing evidence about the importance of language
relatedness for improving MNMT quality. For dialects, currently the focus is on modern standard dialects of
languages but most people feel comfortable speaking in their local dialect and hence it would be valuable
to transfer translation knowledge obtained for modern standard languages to their dialects. In our opinion,
unsupervised MT methods using monolingual data should be extremely effective at handling dialect translation.
Code-Mixed Language.Addressing intra-sentence multilingualism i.e. code mixed input and output, creoles and
pidgins is an interesting research direction as they are a variation of related languages translation. The compact
MNMT models can handle code-mixed input, but code-mixed output remains an open problem [66]. Code-mixed
languages are gradually evolving into languages with their own unique grammar and just like dialects, a vast
majority of the people feel more comfortable with code-mixing. For this, we believe that researchers should first
focus on identifying code-mixing phenomena (either linguistically or statistically) and then design multilingual
solutions to address them.
Visualization and Model Inspection. Most works focus on an extrinsic evaluation of multilingual models.
While the visualization of the embeddings of NMT models in multilingual settings has revealed some interesting
11https://engineering.fb.com/ai-research/laser-multilingual-sentence-embeddings/
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behaviours [66], we feel that more researchers should pursue this. Furthermore, we believe that visualization that
relies on down-projecting high dimensional vectors to 2-D and 3-D might not reveal actual phenomenon and
lead to certain biases that affect MNMT modeling. It will be interesting to have works that perform an analyses
of high dimensional representations and reveal the impact of multilingualism.
Learning Effective Language Representations. A core question that still needs further investigation is:
what is the degree of language awareness that needs to be considered to learn task-effective continuous space
representations? Particularly, the questions of word-order divergence between the source languages and variable
length encoder representations have received little attention. Addressing this issue will eliminate the need to deal
with language divergence issues for transfer learning. Most works tend to agree that language agnostic encoders
and language aware decoders tend to work well but a deeper investigation is still needed.
Multiple Target Language MNMT. Most current efforts address multiple source languages. Multiway systems
focusing on multiple low-resource target languages is important not only because it is a significantly harder
challenge but because it can help shed more light on language divergence and its impact on translation quality.
The right balance between sharing representations vs. maintaining the distinctiveness of the target language
for generation needs exploring. Furthermore, depending on the similarity between languages or lack thereof, it
might be important to consider a hybrid architecture (mixing RNN, CNN and FFN) for best performance.
Capacity Bottleneck. Recent works on massively multilingual NMT have shown that existing approaches are
unable to successfully incorporate more than 100 language pairs and at the same time improve translation quality.
This is not a problem of the number of layers, encoders or decoders in the NMT model but rather a problem
of the way the MNMT model is currently designed. Current approaches focus on either separate encoders or
decoders lead to a large unwieldy model or shared encoders and decoders with a large number of parameters
both of which are hard to train. Works that leverage incremental learning or knowledge distillation seem to be
promising and we refer interested researchers to such works.
Joint Multilingual and Multi-Domain NMT. Jointly tackling multilingual and multi-domain translation is
an interesting direction with many practical use cases. When extending an NMT system to a new language,
the parallel corpus in the domain of interest may not be available. Transfer learning in this case has to span
languages and domains. It might be worthwhile to explore adversarial approaches where domain and language
invariant representations can be learned so that the low-resource (or zero resource) language pairs and domains
can benefit vastly.
Multilingual Speech-to-Speech NMT.Most work on MNMT, and NMT in general, has focussed on translating
text. Recently, progress has been made in speech translation as well as in multilingual ASR and TTS. An interesting
research direction would be to explore multilingual speech translation, where the ASR, translation and TTS
modules can be multilingual. Interesting challenges and opportunities may arise in the quest to compose all these
multilingual systems in an end-to-end method. Multilingual end-to-end speech-to-speech translation would also
be a future challenging scenario. Some datasets are already available for such research [39]. We believe that this
will be one of the hardest challenges in the field of multilingual translation.
11 CONCLUSION
MNMT has made rapid progress in recent years. In this survey, we have covered literature pertaining to the
major scenarios we identified for multilingual NMT: multiway, low or zero-resource (transfer learning, pivoting,
and zero-shot approaches) and multi-source translation. We have systematically compiled the principal design
approaches and their variants, central MNMT issues and their proposed solutions along with their strengths and
weaknesses. We have put MNMT in a historical perspective with respect to work on multilingual RBMT and
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SMT systems. At the outset, we raised two important research questions which we feel can be answered to a
certain extent as below:
Q1. Is it possible to have a one-model-for-all-languages solution to MT (NLP) applications?
A1. Yes. While it is possible to fit all language pairs into a single model, existing deep learning methodologies suffer
from capacity bottlenecks and generalization capabilities which puts a limit on the gains from multilingualism
on translation quality. Further research into better data selection and representation, network architectures and
learning algorithms is needed.
Q2. Can shared multilingual distributed representations help MT (NLP) for low-resource languages?
A2. Yes. Low-resource language translation benefits significantly as a result of multilingually learned continuous
space distributions but further research on balancing the language agnosticity and specificity of representations
can help push performance even further.
It is clear that multilingualism can not only improve translation quality when leveraged but also can provide a
number of insights into the relationships between languages. Most works lack human evaluation of multilingual
models which should help in better understanding of the impact of multilingualism. We suggest promising and
important directions for future work. We hope that this survey paper will give researchers and practitioners a
deeper understanding of the MNMT landscape and enable them to choose promising topics for research. We
hope that our work will help promote and accelerate MNMT research.
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